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Tayanna Studios Announces Dark Side of the Moon Launch Date
West Yorkshire, Jan. 27, 2021 - Tayanna Studios is pleased to announce the launch date of their
latest FMV game, “The Dark Side of the Moon,” will be on March 12th, 2021 through the ultimate
destination for playing, discussing and creating games, Steam.
“I am excited to share the amazing work of our fantastic team and the opportunity to tell this deep
story which will allow players to feel as if they are living out the adventure themselves that
captures the essence of what FMV and interactive story-telling is all about,” states producer and
game developer, Darren Hall of Tayanna Studios.
The Dark Side of the Moon is the culmination of two years of hard work, with several set backs
including a failed Kickstarter to cover production costs and delayed launch dates from online
distribution companies who had experienced a backlog of releases. Undeterred and unrelenting,
and based on a groundswell of support from Tayanna Studios’ fan base, Hall made the decision to
release the game via Steam.
“I decided to release the game on Steam because it’s truly the perfect platform for this game due
to its user-friendly foundation, and its amazing community, plus I will freely admit I’m a Steam
addict myself,” conveys Hall.
With performances from FMV veterans Anarosa Butler and Rupert Booth, who clearly stand out in
the game, Hall is especially proud of the fact that these two characters are larger than life
compared to the other characters in the game, especially with Booth’s portrayal of “Gedeon.”
“Gedeon is really just pure evil. He’s not your friend, and I relish his performance in this game from
top to bottom,” says Hall.
On the topic of Butler, Hall feels her character “Alyx” is a role model for those people who
perhaps have insecurities and doubts about themselves.
“Alyx embodies a certain charm that makes us wish we knew someone like her in real life, which I
can safely say about Anarosa herself,” concludes Hall.
The Dark Side of the Moon will be available for purchase at an introductory price point of £9.99
via Steam starting on March 12th. Hall hopes fans and Steam community members Wishlist the
game as of now, and Hall feels that the gaming community will enjoy playing the game as much
as he enjoyed producing the game.

*******************
Users Can Wishlist the game on Steam via this link
https://t.co/BzQO5rcCWP?amp=1
Latest Game Trailer: https://www.tayannastudios.com/home/2019/12/24/the-of cial-trailer/
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